
NORTHFIELD TOWNSHIP DDA MEETING MINUTES  

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 2020 

7:00 PM VIRTUAL MEETING 

Call to Order 

The meeting was called to order at  7:05 pm by Chairperson Griffith-Watkins via tele-conference.  

Roll Call

Barb Griffith-Watkins, Chair Present 

Doug Wilbur, Vice Chair  Absent 

Jeni Olney, Secretary  Present 

Dana Forrester    Present 

Denise Kabisch    Present 

Anne Iaquinto   Present 

Bridget Kasmenn   Present  

Eric Patterson    Absent 

Matt Ritz               Present 

Jack Secrist    Present  

Ken Dignan, Twp Supervisor   Present 

Cecilia Infante, Planning Comm. Rep    Absent

Also present:  

Adam Olney 

 

I. Call to the Public 

a. None 

II. Financial Report 

▶ Motion:  To approve the financial report as presented, moved by Iaquinto seconded by 

Forrester  to accept the financial report.  Motion carried 9-0 by voice vote.  

III. Meeting Minutes of November 18, 2020 

▶ Motion:  To approve the minutes of November 18, 2020 as presented. Motioned by Secrist, 

supported by Dignan . Motion carried 9-0 by voice vote.  

IV. Supervisor Report 

a. working diligently with legal counsel to cleanup the DDA lines and specify which 

properties are in the DDA district. Some new projects happening in town will help to 

close the gap for TIF capture.  

b. School district asked for rezoning of the Jennings Rd athletic complex, was approved 

with conditions, however there is no intended change of use. 

c. Some businesses are looking at retail locations in town.  

d. While not in our township, Family Dollar will be moving in to the Lakeview Center 

(Greek Oak township). 

e. A health clinic run by a variety of churches (Luke 525)  have moved into the retail space 

on Barker/Main.  

V. DDA Funding revisit 

a. A baseline was set back in 2002 of what our tax base was within the DDA district.  

b. Unfortunately, the tax base has decreased due to businesses moving out leaving empty 

properties, and businesses selling to nonprofits.  



c. If there’s an increase in the tax base then the DDA captures that increase.  

d. A new development on Territorial will significantly increase the taxable value. 

Additionally, when tax abatements are given the DDA will never capture the difference. 

When an improvement is done such as major equipment increases, the taxable value 

goes up, but the capture does not. Ken has been working to identify every parcel that 

counts, what the dollar value is, and see what our actual baseline is.  

i. Question - how often is the capture collected?  

1. Once a year 

2. Adjustments can also happen annually, but once we have identified our 

actual baseline then the controller can adjust the finances.  

e. Some communities have added on, specifically to marijuana business, a minimum “fee” 

to the DDA as an initial capture.  

i. Question from the public - will all of the marijuana dispensaries and the grow 

industrial park be in the DDA district? 

1. Yes 

ii. Question - how long are we anticipating this to take, when will we begin to see a 

capture again? 

1. Will know more once we’ve identified the actual district lines and 

anticipate what the growth will be from plans that have recently been 

submitted from new businesses.  

f. If the Board approves the Redevelopment Ready Communities that would really help 

with marketing some of our spaces for sale. 

VI. Parks and Rec update 

a. N/A 

VII. Old Business 

a. Bench Project 

i. Eric shared with Barb that the prices are very high right now and we might get a 

better deal if we wait.  

ii. Jack has a total of 8 benches 

1. Whitmore Lake Tavern is now down by the water 

2. All are 5’: can use two 6” boards instead of 1 10” board with 2 screws in 

each board in 2 places 

3. $30 per board, a cut charge, and a charge to finish the ends. Total for 8 

benches is $1200. Price will be identical whether we purchase now or in 

the spring.  

4. Kiwanis will do the installation, and needs to figure out what hardware 

needs to be purchased.  



▶ Motion:    To purchase the materials to redo the anchor benches at a maximum purchase 

price of $1600. Motioned by Olney, seconded by Forrester. Motion carried 9-0 by voice vote. 

VIII. Community Relations 

a. Small business grants 

i. DDA has previously helped to facilitate grants that are provided by the State, 

County, etc. 

1. Question - are we legally precluded from giving grants from our own 

funding? 

2. Barb will check with MEDC 

ii. DRAFT Proposal to work with the high school to provide an engaged-learning 

opportunity for students to gain business and marketing experience.  

1. Jeni will reach out to Jill Henry 

b. Question - where are all the holiday decorations that we previously used to put up? 

i. Barb has them and will take an inventory, we just ran into problems getting 

people to put them up and take them down. Ken will bring this to the board to 

see if we can find a way to decorate. 

IX. 2021 Meeting Schedule 

*4th Wednesday of every month 

a. January 27 

b. February 24 

c. March 24 

d. April 28 

e. May 26 

f. June 23 

g. July 28 

h. August 25 

i. September 22 

j. October 27 

k. November 17 (adjusted to accommodate the Thanksgiving holiday) 

l. December 22 

X. New Business 

a. DDA Orientation Packet 

i. required by the Redevelopment Ready Communities program 

ii. Barb has offered to work on one for the DDA, to be presented to the Township 

Board (Jack offered to help) 

b. Winter event 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1B4DvMiBHbEZLiy-2TRwZ5yb58vRxJ7L9B3jPrZyNAD0/edit


i. some mention on Facebook from people in town wanting to do a type of winter 

event, bonfire, etc.  

ii. This is not something the DDA is interested in taking on right now with COVID 

numbers.  

c. Economic Development Plan 

i. might be a project for the DDA to work on to present to the Township Board, 

focusing on retaining and attracting businesses 

1. how we plan to attract investments, build taxbase and create jobs 

2. EXAMPLE 

3. possibly create a working group of DDA members, PC members, BOT 

members 

XI. Board Member Comments 

 Ken Dignan - door is open, happy to answer any questions 

Dana Forrester - question to Ken: what’s the status with the North Village Committee? Trying to 

figure that out right now, the last Board gave direction to negotiate with Livonia Builders. If 

we’re looking back at additional plans or programs then the committee would reconvene. Parks 

and Rec is moving forward with plans for the park piece of the property. 

Jeni Olney - glad we are purchasing supplies for the benches, happy holidays 

Jack Secrist - have a lot invested in the North Village, encourage the Board to keep people like 

myself, Jeni, Dana involved since we have historical knowledge 

Denise Kabisch - would love to see a pavilion on the North Village property 

Anne Iaquinto - 200 babies have been delivered by the Luke 525 clinic on wheels (in Detroit), 

now has offices in Whitmore Lake 

Matt Ritz - looking for clarification on the DDA offering small business grants. The goal of the 

DDA is to only do investments that will increase the value of the community.  

Bridget Kasmenn - will help Jack take a look at the benches 

Barb Griffith - thank you to Dana for fixing up the flower pots on Main St. Trying to keep in touch 

with Rob Munger. He implied that if we became Redevelopment Ready through MEDC then he’d 

be interested in looking at the property again.  

VII. Next Meeting 

 Wednesday, January 27, 2021 

VIII. Adjournment 

▶ Motion:    To adjourn the meeting. Motioned by Iaquinto , seconded by Dignan . Motion 

carried 9-0 by voice vote.  

The meeting adjourned at 8:27pm 

https://www.miplace.org/4997cc/globalassets/documents/rrc/rrc-guide---economic-development-strategy.pdf


The Northfield Township Downtown Development Authority (DDA) would like to propose a 
collaborative, engaged-learning opportunity for a few Whitmore Lake high school students who 
have an interest in business and marketing. The DDA’s mission is to undertake public 
improvements and activities that strengthen and attract the business district. We would like to 
launch a marketing campaign highlighting the businesses local to Whitmore Lake by capturing 
their story and contributions to our community to then be shared via the DDA’s social media 
pages. 
 
 
This opportunity would entail: 

- Interviewing local businesses 
- Collecting and documenting pictures and logos of the businesses and business owners 
- Disseminating content into easily consumable snippets for social media posts  
- Creating a promotional content calendar for profiles to be displayed 

 
 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

STRATEGY GUIDE

A tool for Michigan communities looking to establish or 
improve an economic development strategy
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INTRODUCTION 

Most communities have a general idea of how they intend to encourage 

economic development. Far beyond simple hopes that the “economy will get 

better” and “let’s wait for development,” high-performing Redevelopment 

Ready Communities® (RRCs) distinguish themselves from others by having 

a clear strategy that describes how they intend to attract investment, build 

tax base and create jobs. Their strategies are rooted in relevant community 

planning documents and they execute deliberate initiatives that encourage 

investment while eliminating development and redevelopment obstacles. 

This strategy is linked to steps that intentionally “market” the community 

with a clear brand identity to reveal opportunity, a unique sense of place 

and local character (as described in the separate marketing and branding 

guide). A community’s economic development strategy is among the most 

important elements of the RRC program as it focuses squarely on retaining 

and attracting jobs and investment—the primary goal of the RRC program. 

The material in this guide was prepared to assist communities develop or 

update a local economic development strategy. It frames a concise and 

efficient process that will produce a vision and strategy that is contextual 

with regional plans and defines specific implementation steps that will 

advance community goals. At the same time, it is also recognized that 

each community has unique circumstances and challenges, so creative 

approaches to defining vision, goals, strategy and implementation steps 

are always encouraged and supported.
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This guide describes the structure and process leading 
to the development of a concise economic development 
strategy. It challenges community leaders to extract 
essential data from existing documents (master plan and 
related planning documents) and supplement it with the 
insights necessary to describe a compelling business case 
for attracting investment and new jobs. At its core, the 
economic development strategy describes a vision, goals, 
strategies and actions that will create an environment 
that encourages bold development-related ventures and 
entrepreneurial spirit.

This guide does not intend to require a lengthy new 
planning document. It is possible that an existing Master 
Plan contains all the essential elements of a well-reasoned 
economic development strategy as described in this 
guide. If that is not the case in your community, this 
guide describes how to prepare a concise document. 
A standalone economic development strategy is 
primarily a policy document that outlines economic 
development goals and draws specific attention to 
economic development opportunities. The economic 
development strategy should connect to the master plan, 
capital improvements plan and other relevant planning 
documents. It is also the opportunity to define strategic 
steps to be taken to encourage the private sector to 
make favorable development investment decisions. This 
includes measures to eliminate unnecessary regulatory or 
procedural barriers to desired new investment.

Just as businesses compete for customers, communities 
compete for residents and investment. Existing and 
potential residents, businesses and investors are 

consumers with expectations, desires and the ability to 
make choices. Communities offer products that range 
from housing options, economic opportunity, retail/ 
service offerings, education, cultural and recreational 
experiences, to infrastructure and planned improvements. 
Economic opportunities rank high among desirable 
community attributes because a solid economic 
foundation is essential to other aspects of community 
stability. No single community offers everything to 
everyone, but the expectation for RRCs is that they have a 
local economic development strategy that enables them to 
further develop their product offerings by:

• Identifying local assets, locational advantages, 
potential business synergies, workforce attributes or 
other place-based characteristics.

• Identifying economic development goals based on 
local opportunities and challenges.

• Effectively describing their role in the region and 
regional opportunities.

• Providing a compelling case for local development and 
redevelopment opportunities.

• Shining a spotlight on opportunities for private capital 
investment in local development/redevelopment 
projects.

• Outlining programs, projects, codes and infrastructure 
that will support development that is consistent with 
the community’s goals.

• Describing deliberate and planned implementation 
steps that include responsible parties, performance 
objectives and timelines.

• Monitoring annual success and progress.

OVERVIEW AND EXPECTATIONS
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This guide describes a general six-step process that produces an economic development strategy with the essential 
elements described above. This process includes deliberate actions that can be accomplished in just a few months with an 
emphasis on making existing planning documents and resources more operational and relevant. Keep in mind that local 
conditions may vary and warrant slightly different approaches and steps.

PROCESS

Step 1:
Establish
a steering
committee

Step 3:
Convene an
economic

development
planning

event

Step 5:
Prepare

draft
document

Step 2:
Summarize
essential

background
information

Step 4:
Articulate the

economic
development

vision and 
strategy

Step 6:
Build

consensus
and adopt
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A steering committee is generally necessary to guide the 
six-step process forward. It can be an existing group such 
as a planning commission, governing body committee or 
an economic development corporation (EDC)1. Because 
existing groups can be consumed with existing duties, and 
others may be able to offer fresh perspectives and insights, 
a community may wish to create a new committee 
that blends representatives from several organizations 
(downtown development authority, chamber of commerce, 
port authority, etc.) The choice is a local one, but above all, 
the steering committee should have significant credibility, 
influence and authority. Community champions associated 
with priority development or redevelopment sites should 
be included and involved in the process. These might 
include a neighborhood group or other non-profit entities 
with a direct interest in redevelopment. Typically, new 
committees should include no more than 12–15 members, 

so that group dynamics are more easily managed. It is also 
suggested that a community inform a MEDC community 
assistance team (CATeam) representative at the onset of 
steps to develop an economic development strategy2. 

Beyond local representation, other external local 
interests should be included in the conversations and 
process. Organizations such as the chamber of commerce 
clearly represent business and economic interests. TIFA 
(Tax Increment Finance Authority) boards, economic 
development committees of council, or planning staff 
should also be involved and informed. Further, in many 
areas, there are regional entities that represent important 
economic development partners that add important 
insight into local economic development conversations. 

One resource to consult is provided at  
www.michiganbusiness.org/cm/files/partner_lists/ 
partnerlist.pdf.

STEP ONE 
Establish a steering committee

1 EDCs are created pursuant to the Economic Development Corporations Act (Act 338 of 1974)

2 See www.michiganbusiness.org/cm/files/fact-sheets/catmap.pdf for contacts assigned to an area of the state.
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Having a statistical picture of a community is foundational to 
assessing local challenges and opportunities. Communities 
should focus on developing important conclusions that 
are supported by available data and evidence. They should 
also consider this step to be a discovery phase affording the 
opportunity to gather new perspectives and understanding. 
A review of the existing master plan and related planning 
documents should be a first step in efforts to extract key 
findings that factually describe local conditions. 

Five essential dimensions of local economic conditions 
should be explored at a minimum. These include: 
1. Population: Population trends should be described 

using data from the master plan (or newer census data if 
available). Population change should be identified in the 
context of comparisons with a larger region, comparable 
communities or the state as a whole. Where characteristics 
of the population are noteworthy (age of the population, 
educational attainment, institutional population, etc.) they 
should be described. Information sources: U.S. Census; 
Regional planning commission/COG projections where 
applicable 

2. Workforce: The local workforce helps fuel local business 
and economic development activity. Shortcomings in the 
local workforce should be identified, along with current 
efforts to improve workforce skills and expand the talent 
pool. Information sources: Michigan Works!; Bureau of 
Labor statistics; Michigan Department of Technology, 
Management & Budget labor market information 

3. Tax base: Economic development produces a growing tax 
base that sustains public services and builds local wealth. 
A community should be able to identify trends that signify 
the pace of new investment and property values over time. 
Information sources: Local assessor 

4. Regional issues: All communities are part of larger regions 
that influence economic development potential. The 
economic development strategy should address how local 
issues connect with regional ones and coordinate with an 
adopted regional economic development strategy. Local 
success often relies heavily on regional assets. Particular 
attention should be paid to regional economic development 
partners, County-level economic development corporations 
or departments, regional prosperity initiatives, targeted 
nonprofit economic development organizations and 
councils of government. Information sources:  
www.michiganbusiness. org/about-medc/partners 

5. Market-study based data and insight: In instances 
where a local market study has been recently prepared, key 
findings should be provided. In some cases, a market study 

may exist that offers insight into the competitive advantages 
an area may have with respect to specific industries or 
industry/ business clusters. Industry or business clusters 
are entities that enjoy some type of competitive business 
advantage from local attributes. An area may also be 
included in a target market analysis (TMA). A TMA is 
a study to help identify the type and number of housing 
units that could be locally supported in terms of ideal 
locations, specific amenities, designs, absorption rates and 
similar considerations. Such data can help draw attention 
to the need for certain types of housing units to satisfy 
local demand (and potentially attract or retain young 
professionals in a community). 

Consideration of this subject may draw attention to a lack 
of local objective evidence to verify a need for more local 
housing choices or business opportunities. Welldeveloped 
market studies can draw attention to specific types 
of development needs which can be foundational to 
development and redevelopment plans. Information 
sources: Independent market studies or reports 

6. Summary of challenges: Brief materials should be 
provided to capture the essence of economic challenges 
going forward. Michigan communities stand at the 
threshold of a new economic era with unprecedented 
competition for talent and investment. Recent challenges 
to economic stability should be contrasted against reasons 
for local optimism. It is anticipated that the previously 
described material can be concise and contained 
within only a few pages, since it is largely a summary of 
information from elsewhere. A lengthy description of 
existing conditions is not necessary to lay the groundwork 
for subsequent steps in the process of developing an 
economic development strategy. Data should be included 
when they support overall conclusions and implications 
for future strategy development. Some other specific 
sources of data include: State of Michigan Census and 
Demographic Data: www.michigan.gov/ cgi/0,4548,7-
158-54534-252541--,00.html (and http://www. michigan.
gov/census); Data Driven Detroit, Community Data 
Resources: www.datadrivendetroit.org/data-mapping/ 
community-data-resources/ (census comparison and 
MAPAS are statewide); Location quotient calculator: 
www.data.bls.gov/location_quotientControllerServlet 
;jsessionid=9B6035B3871F5C2DD45845945D864F16. 
tc_instance3; Michigan planning and development regions 
(access each via www.miregions.com); U.S. Census: State 
and county quick facts: www.quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/ 
states/26000.html

STEP TWO 
Summarize essential background information
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Effective economic development strategies are 
consensusdriven and are the product of inclusive 
community dialog. Building on elements from the 
“RRC Public Participation Plan Guide,” an economic 
development planning event should be hosted by the 
steering committee and seek to bring community leaders 
and the public together in an environment supportive 
of information sharing, collaboration and visioning. In 
addition to sharing findings from Step 2, conversations at 
this economic development planning event should focus 
on answering three basic questions: 

• How do we define economic development and how 
does it relate to our future vision? 

• What economic development opportunities exist and 
where? 

• What are our goals? 
Communities can design the workshop in any way 

that fits local practices. Such an event may be advertised 
as simply an annual economic development workshop 
conducted during one evening. This event could also be 
conducted as part of the master plan update, or as part 
of the annual process to develop a capital improvements 

plan (CIP). This allows CIP funding decisions to be more 
intentionally connected with the economic development 
strategy. It may be organized to span a full day or multiple 
evenings, if local leaders believe that more energy is needed 
to build consensus. Participants at such an event can be 
divided into small groups to encourage collaboration and 
dialog, and results from group conversations can be shared 
toward the end of the meeting. 

Discussions at an economic development workshop 
should focus on identifying what economic development 
assets and opportunities exist. Topics may extend 
across a broad range of considerations. Assets may 
include tourism development, downtown or corridor 
opportunities, industrial/business park build out, 
water port development, brownfield redevelopment, 
rail transportation, leveraging recreational assets, arts/ 
entertainment, capitalizing on vehicular transportation 
infrastructure, agricultural attributes, etc. Opportunities 
will vary tremendously by community, but the common 
denominator among the topics should be job creation, 
building tax base and creating local business opportunity.

STEP THREE 
Convene an economic development planning event
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STEP FOUR 
Articulate the economic development vision, goals and strategy

The overall community vision is most compelling when 
connected to a larger story of community context and 
historical development. Goals and actions must be 
identified to assist in strengthening overall economic 
health. The economic development strategy is the 
community’s elevator speech that plainly describes a 
community’s vision for itself and the steps planned to 
attract investment, stimulate development and help local 
businesses grow. 

The economic development strategy should include 
a section that outlines goals and describes what the 
community seeks to accomplish through the creation of 
the strategy. This allows all involved in the formation of 
the document to come to a consensus on what a successful 
economic development strategy looks like. 

While some economic development opportunities may 
be found throughout a community or district, attention 
should be focused on key sites (see “Redevelopment 
Ready Sites” as described in RRC Best Practice No. 5). 
Priority redevelopment sites may be obsolete, vacant or 
otherwise underutilized. These sites should be identified 
and redevelopment ideas brainstormed during public 
participation. 

All RRC communities are expected to maintain a 
current list of prioritized redevelopment sites, along with 
supporting information that answers essential questions 
that relate to site conditions and challenges. Site-specific 
projects should include a property information package 
(PIP) for applicable sites. Such a PIP should include a 
concept for development/redevelopment, background 
information and a description of potential incentives 
investors would be interested in to determine the 
development possibilities of the site. 

A short list of major local economic development 
projects should be identified and prioritized. Projects 
appearing on this list directly or indirectly offer the 
promise of supporting private sector job creation and 
new private investment. Projects should be catalytic 
in the sense that they signal public sector support for 
private redevelopment in an area and link up with other 
initiatives. Project size and complexity naturally vary by 
community size. 

Some projects may be capital-intensive infrastructure 
projects while others may be more programmatic and 
activity based. As such, communities will be able to 

divide projects into three groups: capital improvements; 
community development/placemaking; and regulations 
and procedures. Capital improvements meet basic 
infrastructure needs, but also serve to stimulate private 
development by addressing both functional and aesthetic 
concerns. Functional issues include street redesign, 
parking, drainage improvements, non-motorized 
transportation improvements, etc. Capital improvements 
may also include changes to the aesthetic value of 
public spaces (including the public right-of-way) with 
landscaping, pedestrian, bicycle or transit amenities, 
wayfinding and public art so that adjacent property values 
are enhanced. 

Other non-infrastructure initiatives that do not link 
to the CIP and may include community development/ 
placemaking related activities may be sub-area plans, 
market studies, program development, event creation, 
art and culture projects, community branding projects, 
etc. Other initiatives may involve removing regulatory or 
procedural obstacles to development and redevelopment. 

All initiatives should be described in the context of 
near-term projects utilizing a one- to six-year timeline 
(consistent with the CIP). The project summaries and 
forms provided in the “RRC Capital Improvements 
Plan Guide” may be referenced so that there are clear 
connections between economic development strategy and 
the CIP. The party/parties responsible for implementation 
of each project should be identified to ensure stakeholder 
buy in and success. 

A community may also choose to prioritize some 
non-infrastructure projects. However, it should also be 
recognized that development opportunities may arise 
in unpredictable ways, requiring more immediate steps 
to support private decisions concerning development/ 
redevelopment projects. 

Fundamentally, the strategy should answer the question 
of “why invest here.” It is framed in terms of both existing 
community attributes and the future. Beyond the “why” 
question, are issues of “what to do,” “how to do it,” “when 
to do it,” and finally “who will do it.” Responding to the 
question of “what to do” is the opportunity to describe the 
general strategic and tactical paths forward. The question 
of “how to do it” is answered in terms of the specifics 
related to projects and initiatives going forward.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT VISION/MISSION
(City name), Michigan strives to be a place of economic opportunity. From traditional employment options to 
entrepreneurial endeavors and development opportunities, (city name), Michigan is a fully supportive partner in 
private efforts to create local prosperity. Where necessary, (city name), Michigan will take steps to help create the 
physical and social environment conducive to economic success and wealth creation.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
VISION/MISSION

Downtown is the single strongest 
expression of community identity. 
The public sector will lead the effort to 
invest in downtown with steps that will 
create an appealing public realm. Public 
investments in physical improvements 
and other programmatic commitments
are intended to add to compelling 
reasons for new private investment in 
vacant lots and underutilized buildings.

BUSINESS PARK DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

(City name), Michigan will capture 
a share of regional development 
opportunities related to new 
manufacturing and supportive 
business operations. Accomplishing 
this requires an adequate inventory 
of development-ready sites and a 
streamlined development approval 
processes.

REDEVELOPMENT AREA
STRATEGY

(City name), Michigan has 
identified areas in town with unique 
redevelopment needs. These areas 
include functionally obsolescent 
buildings with early signs of 
blight. Focused attention to these 
areas is warranted to encourage 
redevelopment.

Estimated completion date:
Responsible party:

Estimated completion date:
Responsible party:

Estimated completion date:
Responsible party:

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
Three downtown infrastructure projects 
will be completed over the next six 
years. Two municipal parking lots will 
be improved and a segment of Main 
Street will be upgraded. Improvements 
will include pedestrian amenities, 
signage, improved lighting, and storm 
water management.

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
Plans are nearly complete for a 25-acre 
expansion of the business park that 
will provide development-ready sites 
for new industry. These sites will be 
properly zoned and fully serviced by 
public infrastructure and utilities.

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
A planning effort will be launched to 
consider new redevelopment options 
in (name) neighborhood. This work will 
include a market study, neighborhood 
plan and new zoning recommendation.

STEP FOUR 
continued

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
Sustained participation in the
Michigan Main Street program with
the goal of reaching “Master Level.”

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
The city has conducted an “audit” of 
development review processes and 
has found opportunities to streamline 
approval processes. Procedural 
development review steps will be 
amended to help provide a shortened 
and efficient site plan review process.

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
The M _____ Corridor leading into 
town shows signs of disinvestment. 
Rapid commercial turnover is evident 
and non-motorized transportation 
options are non-existent. Planned 
initiatives going forward include 
preliminary steps to engage 
property owners in workshops to 
consider options such as a business 
improvement district or corridor 
improvement authority.

PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES
The DDA will be funding a new market 
study in 20 ____ to define gaps in retail 
offerings and to identify opportunities 
for new housing. When done, this study 
will be used to recruit business and 
developers.
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The economic development strategy therefore provides 
five simple, but significant elements: 
1. Articulating vision/mission (why do it) 
2. Defining strategy and tactics (what to do) 
3. Describing projects, initiatives, methods and means 

(how to do it) 
4. Identifying priorities (when to do it) 
5. Assignment of responsibility (who will do it) 

Crafting an economic development strategy is a 
local endeavor that should be expressive of community 
challenges and opportunities. A range of potential 
strategies include: 

• Identifying and pursing local business/industry 
clusters that have a competitive advantage in the 
area. 

• Investing in downtown, nodes and corridors to help 
create place. Such steps relate to both developing 
community character, as well as serving to attract/ 
retain talented workers who desire a wide availability 
of choices in housing, entertainment, culture, 
recreation, retail, and employment. 

• Enhancing existing port and/or rail infrastructure to 
support industrial development. 

• Taking full advantage of being a municipal power 
provider (if applicable) to encourage/entice start-ups, 
relocations and expansions. 

• Partnering with established business retention and 
expansion programs aimed at reaching out to, and 
assisting local companies identify and overcome 
barriers to survival and growth. 

• Coordinating with supply chain and logistics efforts 
targeting specific industries. 

• Economic gardening efforts aimed at small business 
development and entrepreneurial support. 

• Developing more tourist attractions (historical and 
recreational) to build on existing assets. 

• Developing more community art and cultural 
attractions. 

• Identifying and eliminating barriers to 
development and redevelopment that may stem 
from circumstances such as outdated zoning or 
cumbersome development review processes. 

• In larger communities, explore the feasibility of an 
entertainment district or art/culture district. 

In instances where related documents are relevant, links 
to such documents should be provided, along with brief 
summaries of the conclusions. Cases in point include the 
existence of a regional prosperity plan, or a comprehensive 
economic development strategy (CEDS) produced for the 
economic development administration (EDA).

STEP FOUR 
continued
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Brevity and clarity are essential elements of an economic 
development strategy. While an economic development 
strategy can be brief, it must contain material that 
offers a clear view of local economic development 
opportunities and strategies. It should also communicate 
the sense that the community is a willing partner in 
development and redevelopment projects. The economic 
development strategy itself is not a marketing piece but it 
is foundational to marketing efforts. It should express an 
optimistic tone and the expectation of future success and 
goal attainment. 

Apart from the strategic elements discussed in Step 4, 
the economic development strategy should offer specific 
targets that will monitor success and progress on an 
annual basis. Communities are encouraged to utilize (or 

build on) a dashboard type approach to establish metrics 
that gauge community progress. They are also encouraged 
to describe why the chosen metrics matter and how they 
represent an effective measurement of progress. 

Some potential metrics include: 
• Jobs created or retained 
• Dollar value of new construction/renovation, or 

additional square footage of residential, commercial 
and industrial space added 

• New business formations 
• Existing business expansions 
• Population growth 
• Household/per capita income (compared with the 

regional, state or national averages)

STEP FIVE 
Prepare draft document
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An economic development strategy should have community acceptance and be regarded as the official statement of 
economic development efforts. The strategy should be reviewed and approved by both the planning commission and 
local governing body. The economic development strategy should be available online and reviewed annually and updated 
along with the CIP and other planning documents. It should drive major community decisions and be a reliable predictor 
of future public actions that will support economic development.

STEP SIX 
Build consensus and adopt
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